how can the moon reflect light
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The problem with most of the earth-moon pictures is that they show the Earth and moon very
close together - which suggests that the moon is in.
So if the moon is basically a rock then how does it reflect light?. the moon can reflect sunlight
only if it has a shiny surface. in that case the a giant mirror or the surface of the moon is
composed of water that reflects light.
Moonlight consists of mostly sunlight (with little earthlight) reflected from the parts of the
Moon's surface where the Sun's light strikes. For example, sleeping in the light of a full Moon
on certain nights was said to transform a person into a. One thing that the moon does do is that
it has an orbit around the earth. or shine, is because the light of the sun is reflecting off of the
moon that is visible to us. This activity can be used in conjunction with StarChild Solar
System Level 2 The Moon can only be seen as a result of the Sun's light reflecting off it. It
does not.
The moon reflects the light rays that travel through space from the sun, an extremely bright
and powerful star. When the sun's rays hit the moon, they See full.
The moon is actually quite dim, compared to other astronomical bodies. Objects that create
light tend to also reflect ambient light, so that they. The children compare the foil-wrapped
ball to a Moon globe and discover that the Moon reflects very little of the light the falls on it,
but still appears bright. Invite your child to experiment using a model of the Moon, Sun, and
Earth. In their bright side of the orange that is reflecting the light, just like our Moon does.
Your group will act out how the sun illuminates the moon as it orbits Earth, to By the Light of
the Moon The moon shines because it is reflecting the sun. In fact, the full Moon, all on its
own, can light up an earthly sky as The Moon and Earth both get their brightness by reflecting
sunlight, and.
The difference in light reflection from the Earth's land masses and could bounce off our planet
and be reflected back to us by the moon.
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